Win fabulous prizes at
The Photography Show
Kase & Vanguard competition in association with fotoVUE
It’s that time of year again: The Photography Show is here. To celebrate, Kase Filters UK
and Vanguard UK have teamed up to create an amazing competition, with over £2500*
worth of products up for grabs. Just visit the stands to enter!
First prize bundle worth £1400
Kase Wolverine High End Kit
Vanguard Alta Pro 2+ 263CGHT award-winning Tripod & Head
Vanguard Alta Fly 55T award-winning Backpack/Trolley
Set of ten fotoVUE photobooks

Second
S
cond prize bundle wo
worth £750
Kase K8 Holder Kit
Kase Wolverine 16 stop ND Filter 100x100
Vanguard VEO 2 GO 265CB Tripod
Vanguard VEO GO 34M KG
G Bag
Set of ten fotoVUE photobooks
oks

Third prize bundle worth £180
Kase K8 Holder Kit
Vanguard VEO 2 AM-234TR
Monopod

Four runner-up prizes
Kase 100mm Soft Filter Bag
Vanguard VESTA Mini Tripod

Kase Filters UK & Vanguard UK @ The Photography Show 2019
Competition in association with fotoVUE
ENTRY FORM
Name:
Email:
Phone No:
QUESTION
Which two items does Ben Kapur, Kase Pro and Vanguard Ambassador, say he loves using?
Tick the two relevant boxes: answers can be found on the Kase (C73) and Vanguard (F61) stands.

Kase K8 holder
Vanguard Alta Pro 2+ Tripod

Kase Wolverine Filters
Vanguard Alta Sky 53 Bag

Closing date is 5pm 19 March 2019, and winners will be contacted by email or phone soon after this.
Tick this box if you're happy to be added to mailing lists for Kase UK, Vanguard UK and fotoVUE.
Kase UK, Vanguard UK and fotoVUE fully comply with GDPR rules. *All prize values are based on full retail prices including delivery.
For full terms and conditions please email either enquiry@kasefilters.com or marketing@vanguardworld.co.uk

Kase can be found on stand C73
Kase are manufacturers of optical filters
and accessories for photographers and
videographers. Our Wolverine Series of
filters is made from toughened pro glass
and the filters have scratch-resistant,
water and dust-repelling properties.
They also have virtually no colour cast,
and no degrading of image quality. Our
Wolverine glass and our holder systems
are available in both 100mm and 150mm
varieties. A Kase Wolverine filter is not only
extra tough, its optical qualities are also
first class. You get extra peace of mind
and unbelievable clarity. Its special Nano
Coatings make it a joy to use in the wild,
giving it both anti-reflective properties and
making it easy to clean: no more smudging
from water and sea spray. Combine it
with our ingenious K8 100mm holder
system with magnetic CPL for the perfect
partnership. #Capture with confidence
kasefilters.com

Vanguard can be found on stand F61
Vanguard has been designing,
manufacturing and selling high-quality,
feature-packed, multi award-winning
tripods, camera bags, waterproof cases
and binoculars since 1986. This includes
12 TIPA awards, including Best Tripod for
2017 and 2018 with the versatile Alta Pro
2+ range and the Red Dot Design award
for the bestselling Alta Sky 51D. With a
comprehensive range for DSLR users,
Vanguard is launching a wide range of
products for the growing numbers of
mirrorless kit users at The Photography
Show 2019. These are based on stylish
designs with high-quality materials,
without compromising on the functionality
and protection you’d expect to keep your
valuable kits safe. So before you buy, don’t
forget to check out what’s available from
Vanguard on stand F61 in the centre of the
show and #MakeUpYourOwnMind
vanguardworld.co.uk

fotoVUE works with the best landscape
and outdoor photographers to produce
and publish high-quality photo location
guidebooks. As well as guiding you to
the best places to take photographs
in an area, our guidebooks are full of
inspirational photography and give
technical advice on how to take the best
photographs. Make sure you check out
the website for more info.
fotovue.com

